## Date of data collection or reference period
Consumer prices on Monday

## Reporting body
Federal Ministry for Sustainability and Tourism

## Reporting price discounts on motor fuels
No

## Market coverage and data sources
- Price data on Euro super 95 and automotive gas oil is collected from 1545 filling stations and processed by the Austrian Petroleum Industry Association (APIA). Reporting Companies: BP Austria, Shell Austria, ENI Austria, MOL Austria, and OMV. Size of the samples: 80 to 85 % (Euro-super 95); 70 to 75 % (Automotive gas oil).
- Price data on heating gas oil is reported by the Austrian Association of Energy Traders from 25 large traders. Size of the sample: 75 to 80 %.
- Fuel oil price is reported by the APIA and is based on a sample that covers 90% of the market.

## Price averages
Weighted average for Euro Super 95 and diesel

Each individual filling station in the sample reports the volumes sold and the prices at which volumes were sold to the trade association of the oil industry. The results of all stations are added up and divided by the total volume sold by these filling stations.

## Biofuels
- Minimum of 4.6 % biofuel component in Euro super 95 and a minimum of 6.6 % biofuel component in diesel.
- Euro-super 95: 482 €/1000l petroleum tax and 11.36 €/1000 l emergency stock fee.
- Diesel: 397 €/1000 l petroleum tax and 12.64 €/1000 l emergency stock fee.

## Other indirect taxes reported
No indirect taxes reported separately